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Chapter 6

Concur’s reporting capabilities provide detailed insight into your T&E
spending, allowing for both cost savings and increased efficiency for your
organization.
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Concur’s reporting solution offers comprehensive insight into all your T&E data.
Concur’s reporting uses IBM’s Cognos reporting solution, a web-based tool that
allows you to create queries, reports, and dashboards that can be run and viewed
on desktops and mobile devices. It also allows you to extract and share reports in
multiple ways.
The Cognos tool can report using simple queries; more complex, structured management-style ones; and interactive dashboards. Reports and queries can be
exported into multiple formats, such as HTML, Excel, PDF, or CSV, and shared
using distribution options such as report bursting. Data is updated from Concur
into Cognos by nightly batch jobs; thus, the data available in Concur reports will
always be correct as of the previous day. This process also includes permission
assignments and changes.
Concur’s reporting uses a hierarchical structure to restrict users to reporting on
data that is relevant to them and their teams. The one exception to the application
of the hierarchical structure authorizations arises when a user has been directly
assigned to a user’s profile as a BI Manager. Regardless of the hierarchical structure, BI managers will be able to report on the Concur data of any of their
assigned users.
During your Concur implementation, one standard reporting currency will be
selected for all countries using Concur. This currency may be different than the
currency that your country uses in Concur. All standard reports will show values
in this reporting currency; to report in your country’s relevant currency, different
currencies can be added to the report by your report administrator.
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In this chapter, we take a look at the reporting features available in standard Concur Analysis and Concur Intelligence, including a look at the standard reports
available in Concur, creating your own queries and reports using Query Studio
and Report Studio, and dashboards.

6.1

T&E Analysis vs. Concur Intelligence Tools

Analysis reports and 187 Concur Intelligence reports. These standard prebuilt
reports are based on Concur’s key T&E reporting metrics and data. In order to
manage the large number of standard reports available, Concur has comprehensive catalogues that provide a definition, for each report, its data, and its intended
audience. This information can be found under the Help menu on the Concur
Connect homepage, as shown in Figure 6.1.

T&E Analysis vs. Concur Intelligence Tools

The reporting options for your T&E data in Concur come in two versions: the
standard Concur Analysis offering and the premium version known as Concur
Intelligence. There are several differences between the two reporting versions,
including the following:
왘 Number of standard reports available across the Concur Travel and Concur
Expense modules
왘 Number of user licences
왘 Studio tools provided to build custom reports
왘 Report scheduling and automated distribution options (known as report bursting)
왘 Availability of integrated T&E reporting
왘 Presence of reporting dashboards
Concur comes with access to the standard Concur Analysis reporting; Concur
Intelligence reporting can be purchased as an add-on feature. In the following
sections, we’ll first discuss features common to both reporting options before diving into some tools exclusive to Concur Intelligence.

6.1.1

Concur Analysis and Concur Intelligence: Shared Tools

Concur Intelligence and Concur Analysis share several standard features and
tools, as we’ll explore in the following subsections. In some cases, Concur Intelligence includes additional functionality.

Default Reports
The number of standard prebuilt reports varies between Concur Analysis and
Concur Intelligence, with the latter containing all the reports available in Concur
Analysis and more. As of December 2016, this includes 138 standard Concur
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Figure 6.1 Concur Report Catalog

Report Design Tools
There are two report design tools available in Concur: Query Studio and Report
Studio. Query Studio is available in both Concur Analysis and Concur Intelligence; Report Studio is available in Concur Intelligence. Both are flexible tools
that you can use to design new queries and reports, in addition to the standard
prebuilt reports available in Concur. In addition, extra user licences for Query
Studio come with Concur Intelligence; Concur Intelligence provides twenty
licences standard, versus five licences in standard Concur Analysis.
Because each reporting option provides access to different studio tools, the ability
to modify the standard Concur reports will depend on whether the report was
made with Query Studio or Report Studio. The appropriate studio tool access is
required to modify a standard report; for example, if you have the standard Concur Analysis reporting feature, you do not have access to the Report Studio tool
and therefore can’t modify any standard reports built in Report Studio. If you
have Concur Intelligence but only a user licence for the Query Studio, then you
can access all the reports that Concur has to offer, but you can only amend those
standard reports that have been built in Query Studio.
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We’ll cover the using the Query Studio and Report Studio tools in greater detail in
Section 6.3 and Section 6.4.

User Roles and Licences
The Concur Analysis and Concur Intelligence offerings each allow for a different
type and number of user licences. The different types of licences are as follows:
왘 The consumer licence allows a user to run any of the prebuilt and customer
reports available.
왘 The business author licence allows a user to run all the reports available and
gives access to the Query Studio to build simple reports.
왘 The professional author licence allows a user to run all reports available and
gives access to both Query Studio and Report Studio to build a range of reports.
왘 The manager licence allows a user access to run the reports available for only
their direct and indirect employees.
Table 6.1 provides a summary of the number of users allowed under each license
type for both standard Concur Analysis and Concur Intelligence.
User License Type

Concur Analysis

Concur Intelligence

Consumer

10

40

Business author

5

20

Professional author

N/A

10

Manager

Unlimited

Unlimited

Table 6.1 Cognos Reporting Licenses: Numbers and Types

6.1.2

Concur Intelligence-Only Tools

The following reporting features are only available in Concur Intelligence:
왘 Scheduling and bursting of reports
Scheduling within Concur reporting allows for the scheduled, automated running and distribution of reports. Bursting is a feature whereby the report scheduled is tailored to the recipient, showing only data relevant to him.
왘 Reporting dashboards
Dashboards are an easy data visualization tool with which key metrics and key
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performance indicators (KPIs) can be monitored and managed on a single
screen specifically configured for a target audience, which can contain up to six
reports. Concur offers prebuilt dashboards designed for the most commonly
used reports, as well as tools to build your own.
왘 Alert and exception notifications
Exception-based highlighting is a tool within Concur’s reporting to alert budget
managers when important figures in their budgets change in a significant manner. Triggered alerts will alert budget managers to suspicious card transactions
for their budget or to budget changes that may require review and correction
action to be taken. Concur’s reporting uses budget values set in the budget
manager’s user profile to determine exceptions and alerts.
왘 Integrated T&E data
If you use both Concur Travel and Concur Expense, integration of data from
both modules in reporting is only available in the Concur Intelligence offering.

6.2

Using Existing Reports

Concur offers several standard reports, providing insight into all aspects of your
T&E spending, including integrated reports if you use Concur Travel and Concur
Expense.
The standard reports can be found in the Concur Analysis/Concur Intelligence
Standard Report folders and are organized into a folder structure for reporting
areas across T&E data, including additional reporting areas for how Concur is
being used in your company.
Before we look at how to run the standard reports available, we’ll look through
the preferences that you can set in Cognos to enhance your reporting.

6.2.1

Set Reporting Preferences

Your reporting preferences can be found in the My Area options, as indicated by
the person icon, available from the Concur Connect page. There are three areas
of preferences that you can set (see Figure 6.2), each of which will be discussed in
the following sections. Any changes that you make to your preferences take effect
immediately.
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Preference Setting

Application

Portal Default View

The reports and folders in the portal can either be
displayed in a simple list view or in a detail view; the
latter shows a short description of each folder or report
as available for the individual item.

Time Zone

Cognos has a default time zone of UTC. The preference
set here can change the time zone that your Cognos
installation uses.
You should change this setting to your local time zone
if you want to schedule report jobs to run and be
distributed in your local time zone.

Enable Bi-directional
Language Support
Figure 6.2 User Preferences Menu on Connect Homepage

General Preferences

Table 6.2 Preference Settings Available in Cognos (Cont.)

The General Preferences tab sets preferences for how reports and queries will
be displayed and run. Some of these settings are also available when you select to
run a report using the Run With Options function (for more details, see Section
6.2.2). Table 6.2 lists some of the general preferences options.
Preference Setting

Application

Number of Entries in List View The value entered will define the number of entries
shown in a list.
Report Format

Defines the default format in which a report will be
exported from Cognos:
왘 HTML
왘 PDF
왘 EXCEL
왘 CSV

Product Language and Content Language

The language used to display Cognos reports and
content data can be personalized here to match your
local language.
However, reports can be created in specific languages
other than the default set and will override any preferences set in your profile.

Table 6.2 Preference Settings Available in Cognos
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This setting will allow you to view numbers in Arabic,
Hebrew, Urdu, and Farsi in the correct left-to-right
format while still viewing text in the right-to-left
format correct for these languages.

Personal Preferences
The Personal Preferences tab contains logon details for the Cognos connection
workspace. Your usual logon details will be listed as your Primary Logon; if you
have additional logon information for any other workspaces, it can be listed
under Secondary Logon.
The Alerts Email field can be used to define an email address that Cognos alerts
are sent to for notifications of specific events.
Other preferences include settings to apply Credentials, Groups and Roles, and
Capabilities. Many of these settings may be read-only for your Cognos connection. These settings perform the following functions:
왘 Credentials can provide authorizations to other users, groups, or roles to run
report entries.
왘 Groups and Roles will show the groups in Cognos and the Cognos roles that
are assigned to your primary and secondary logons as applicable.
왘 Capabilities will show functions and features available based on your primary
and secondary logons. This is a useful view to check if you’re authorized for
specific activities in Cognos reporting.
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Portal Tab Preferences

Folder Name

Use

The last tab is for Portal Tab Preferences, in which settings can be made for the
portal tabs shown on the Cognos connection homepage. Here, you can modify
the sequence of the tabs that are shown and add new/hide existing tabs as
needed.

Concur Data Warehouse

Contains the Concur data warehouse
model. It will appear empty, but must not
be deleted.

왘 Intelligence—Standard Reports

This folder will contain all the standard
reports available in either Concur Analysis
or Concur Intelligence reporting.

왘 Analysis—Standard Reports

6.2.2

Running a Standard Report

<Your company name>

The report folder will be named after your
company and customer number. This
report folder can be used to share reports
between users in your company.

Dashboard Metrics

Any metrics that can be added to reporting
dashboards will be contained here.

The Reporting tile can be found on the My Concur homepage, and the types of
reports shown will depend on the product (either Concur Analysis or Concur Intelligence) that your company uses or the reporting access assigned within Cognos.
Use the Reporting tile to open the screen shown in Figure 6.3, launching Concur’s reporting features.

Navigation Menus
Folder and Dashboard tabs

Reporting Tools

Report Folders

Table 6.3 Reporting Folders in Cognos

3. Reporting tools
Standard tools to create new report folders, schedule report jobs, set folder
properties etc.
4. Homepage navigation
Tools to navigate to Cognos help, personal settings and preferences with
reporting.
Personal Folders

Figure 6.3 Concur Reporting Homepage

The Concur Connection homepage includes the following four main areas:
1. Folders and dashboard tabs
These tabs allow access to folders containing reports and to dashboards.
2. Report folders
All the standard reports and metrics are arranged into a folder structure. For
Concur Intelligence, there are four main folders (see Table 6.3); the folders are
the same for Concur Analysis reporting, except that the Dashboard Metrics
folder is not available.

If you create a report or report view in any tool, and save the new report to your Personal Folder, found under My Folders, then the report can’t be seen or shared with
any other reporting administrator. To access the report, another user will need to be set
as your delegate.
To share reports across the organization, a reporting administrator should set up a
shared folder structure under your company’s folder in the public folders.

To run a standard report, navigate via the relevant folder structure to the report
and click on it. This will open a report prompt page on which you can enter your
report selection criteria. Different prompt fields will appear depending on the
data set for your chosen report. Figure 6.4 shows a report that uses both a datetype prompt (Sent for Payment Date:) and a value-type prompt (Employee:).
Enter your report criteria, and click Finish to run the report.
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Figure 6.4 Report Prompt Screen Using Different Types of Data Selection Prompts

You can also set a report to run with layout or output options different than your
usual default stored values when you run the report by using the Run with
Options selection button under the Actions column on the right-hand side of the
screen. Advanced options (see Figure 6.5) also allow you to choose additional formats to run the report in, choose other languages for the report, and schedule the
report to run at a specific time and date. To schedule a report to run as a recurring
job, use the scheduling feature described in Section 6.4.2.
Using additional options to run your report will also allow the report to be distributed to recipients when the report has been run in the background. When the
Time and Mode of the report is set as Run in the Background, Cognos will show
the Delivery options. Here, choose Send by Email for the report to be sent out to
users. The email distribution list, email title, and a message can be included in the
email.
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Figure 6.5 Advanced Options Available when Running Reports

Once a report has been run, a report view can be created to save the report selection parameters and thus make the report output repeatable. The report view can
be saved into shared folders to be shared across your organization. To do so,
under the Keep This Version dropdown (see Figure 6.6), select the Save as
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Report View… option. Cognos will ask for a save location to be specified; the
default save location will be your My Folder area. Once saved, the report view
can be accessed quickly from a folder by any user permissioned for the folder.
Selecting the report will run it with the saved selections criteria.

Toolbars

Query Design panel
Data and
Functions panel

Figure 6.7 Query Studio

Query Studio allows you to create two different types of reports:

Figure 6.6 The Report View Option Makes a Report Repeatable

6.3

Building and Editing Reports in Query Studio

Query Studio is a lightweight tool that allows you to create simple queries and
reports. To launch Query Studio, select the Launch menu, then select Query Studio.
Cognos will ask you to confirm the data warehouse package to use for Query Studio. For this example, select Concur Data Warehouse.

왘 A list report will show data in simple lists and is best suited to simple value lists
of data. List reports show simple queries, such as the total spend for an expense
type for the whole company.
왘 A crosstab report is a list report with columns and rows of data; a measure at the
intersections of each column and row to provides a summary of the data. Crosstab reports can provide more detailed information, such as the total spend of an
expense type per country or business unit to provide a more detailed breakdown.
In the following subsections, we’ll cover how to create a new report in Query Studio before moving on to manipulating data within reports.

The Query Designer screen contains three main areas (see Figure 6.7):

6.3.1

1. Data and related functions panel
This area to allows you to insert data, edit data, change a report layout, run the
report, and manage a file.

Query Studio allows you to create simple, list-style reports, manipulate data, and
add charts for visual representation. The first step to create a new report is to
select the New Report button on the toolbar button to open a blank report
screen.

2. Toolbar
This area contains the most commonly used report functions in the standard
toolbar and font settings in the font toolbar to be used in your report.

Creating a New Report

From the data menu on the left-hand side of the screen, each piece of data information that can be used in reporting is organized into a comprehensive folder

3. Report design panel
In this design area, you’ll build your report.
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structure within the areas of Expense, Invoice, Travel, Meetings, and Configuration. To add a new piece of data into your report, simply select the field from
the data menu and either double-click on the data item or use the Insert button
found at the bottom of the menu to add the data item to the report. Data items are
added from left to right, but you can use drag and drop to drop the data items into
specific places. Continue to add data fields to your report until you have all the
desired data.

Building and Editing Reports in Query Studio

To save the report created, click the Save button on the toolbar; Cognos will then
ask for a report Name, short Description for the report, Screen Tip, and a save
Location, as shown in Figure 6.9. The save location for a new report will default
to your My folder location. To save the report to another shared location within
your company, choose another location. Reports can only be saved to locations a
user has permission to access.

Delete any data field added to the report by selecting the column and clicking on
the Delete button on the toolbar.
Titles can be added to reports by double clicking on the title to select the Title
option in the report design panel; Cognos will open the Edit Title Area, providing access to fields for the report title and subtitle and options to show any filters,
sorting, or data suppression when applied to the report (see Figure 6.8).

Figure 6.9 Saving Newly Created Report

6.3.2

Manipulating Data within Reports

Several data manipulation techniques are available to make alterations to your
report, including renaming data columns, filtering, summaries, and calculations,
all of which can be accessed via the toolbar at the top of the report designer page.
You can perform the following actions:

Figure 6.8 Editing Report Title and Subtitle
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왘 Column header names can be renamed to something more specific and informative for your organization by double-clicking on the required column header
to open the renaming options.
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왘 Filters can be added to reports to both ensure that only relevant data is being
reported and provide performance improvements. When adding a filter value
based on a column selection, you can include or exclude data from the report
in several ways depending on the data being filtered. Filters can also be combined for more complexity. One common filter to include in reports removes
test users from any user administration reports.
왘 Calculations can be added to your queries to provide sums, averages, and
counts for the data of a single column or to multiply values in two columns and
provide the resulting value in a third column. Multiplication calculations in
reports can be useful for budget-related predictions, such as seeing how a cost
increase for a specific expense could affect a budget.
왘 Reports automatically summarize data to remove the repetition of measure values within the report and to improve the performance, look, and feel of the
report. For example, when reporting on the total value of an expense, the summarization of the data will report the total expense type and value rather than
reporting each individual line item instance and individual value of that
expense type. The option to automatically summarize data and values can be
deactivated for a report through the advanced runtime options for the report.
왘 Suppressing cell options can be used to hide empty cells values from your finished report. The suppression options can be applied to cells, rows, or cells and
rows of data within the report from the appropriate button on the toolbar.

Building and Editing Reports in Report Studio

and how the data will flow from one page to the next if the report crosses multiple pages. A prompt page for the report can be also be built for report selections.
One or multiple queries can be used in the report to provide added levels of detail
and complexity or to use key functionalities such as report bursting. Reports created with Report Studio can contain multiple objects, such as charts and lists, and
multiple nonreport objects, such as logos and images, to create a more stylized
report.
The Report Studio homepage (see Figure 6.10) includes five main areas, as follows:
1. The Data and Related Function panel allows you to insert data, edit data,
change a report layout, run the report, and manage the file.
2. The Properties panel allows you to configure various properties for data, queries, or report page selections.
3. The most used report functions are in the standard toolbar, and font settings
are in the font toolbar.
4. The Report Designer panel is where you’ll build your report, including sidebar
navigation through the different pages and queries that make up your report.
5. Explorer Bars can help you navigate the multiple layers that make up the
report, including multiple queries or pages in the report; the condition
explorer works with different variables that define conditions in your report.

Toolbars

Adding Charts
Several chart types can be added to a report for a visual representation of the data and
to show patterns and trends in the data.

6.4

Building and Editing Reports in Report Studio

Data Source,
Query, and
Toolbar Panel
Explorer Bars

In the previous section, we covered how Query Studio can create simple data
queries; now, we’ll look at Report Studio and how it can be used to create more
complex, management-style reports.

Report designer
panel
Properties Panel

A report created with Report Studio will consist of multiple pages used to define
the layout and presentation of the report. The report layout pages will design
how the report will look, including how the data is presented with report style
and chart options; how the data is formatted, such as font, color, and text options;
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Figure 6.10 Report Studio Homepage
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Comparing the Report Studio homepage with the Query Studio homepage shown
in Figure 6.7 you’ll see many more toolbar options in Report Studio, as well as
additional options for manipulation of data parameters.
In the following subsections, we’ll provide a quick primer on the types of reports
and their structure, discuss creating a report, and then walk through the process
of bursting reports.

6.4.1

Building and Editing Reports in Report Studio

used to collate who should receive the report. For a more detailed guide of how
to configure a report to be burst to different users, see Section 6.4.3.
A report will consist of one or more report pages, which are used to design each
step of the report, from the report prompt pages used to enter the report selections to the layout of the report itself in the report pages. The page explorer on
the Explorer Bars bar can be used to navigate between the multiple pages that
make up your report.

Report Types and Structures

The report designer offers several report types that can be created to represent
the data in the most appropriate manner. Report types available include the basic
list to show columns of data, the crosstab to show rows and columns of data with
a measure at the intersection of each, and chart reports to show the data graphically. Different report styles will suit different reports best, depending on
whether the data being reported on is relational or dimensional. Once the report
type has been selected, Cognos will open the Report Studio homepage.

6.4.2

Creating a New Report

Access Report Studio in the same manner as Query Studio, using the same menu.
When asked to confirm the data warehouse package to use, select Concur Data
Warehouse.
Report Studio will then offer choices for the type of report to create (see Figure
6.11). Chose the appropriate report type depending the data to be reported on,
click the OK button, and the Report Studio homepage will open.

Report Studio can be used to create either relational or dimensional reports,
whichever suits the report specification better. The relational reporting style
should be used for relational data and is best represented by lists and list reports.
Dimensional reporting styles are appropriate for dimensional data, which are
best represented by crosstab, map, and chart reports. When authoring a new
report, take a moment to consider how you view your data. If you consider your
data in list, tables, and columns, then your chosen reporting style is relational. If
you consider your data using different dimensions and measures and with various cells intersecting, then your reporting style is dimensional.
Reports created in Report Studio will consist of at least two components: the
report layout and the report query, crossing multiple report pages.
A report layout is the set of pages that define how the report appears to the user,
including how the data is presented, such as a chart or a crosstab layout; any
report formatting and specification for how data should flow from one page to
the next if necessary is part of the layout.
The queries included in a report will define the data that appears in that report,
and multiple queries can be used in a single report. As an example of using multiple queries in a report, you can configure a report that is burst to recipients, in
Section 6.4.3, in which one query is used to report data and the second query is
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Figure 6.11 Different Report Styles Available in Report Studio

Data items can be added to the report easily by selecting them from the data and
related functions panel; either double-click an item, or drag and drop it into the
Report Designer panel. As with Query Studio, data items are added left to right
across the Report Designer panel. Many of the features and functions of Report
Studio will behave in the same manner as in Query Studio. In the following subsections, we’ll cover some of the more advanced and unique features and functions of Report Studio.
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Objects in Reports
Several objects can be added to your report to enhance the report features. Charts
can be added to reports as individual objects to visually represent specific data
and metrics within a wider report. There are several chart types available to represent different the metrics being demonstrated in a report, including straightforward visualizations, such as using line or bar charts to show data trends or pie
charts to show percentages or proportions of a whole. You can also use combination charts to highlight the relationships among various sets of data or bubble and
quadrant charts to show a comparison of key data metrics with respect to axis and
size metrics.
Chart options can be selected from the Chart toolbar button; once you’ve created
a chart in your report, several chart properties are available to be configured.
Double-click on any aspect of your chart, and the Properties pane will allow customizations to be made. Figure 6.12 shows an example of some parameter
options that can be applied to a data item, including data Type, Label, Expression,
and Functions.

Building and Editing Reports in Report Studio

efficiency due to the scheduled job being set up once for multiple outputs. Any
report in Cognos can be set to run on a schedule.
From the Cognos connection homepage, select More Actions for the specific
report, then select the New Schedule option to open the New Schedule screen
(see Figure 6.13).

Select date parameters for the
report schedule
to run for
Select report schedule frequency:
daily, weekly, monthly, yearly or
by triggering events

Override the default
report values to
select report format
and delivery schedule
options

Figure 6.13 Selecting Report Schedule Parameters

In the schedule selection screen, as seen in Figure 6.13, set the following parameters to create the report schedule:
Figure 6.12 Different Options for Configuration of Specific Chart Properties

왘 Frequency
Select the frequency with which the report should be run.

Scheduling Reports

왘 Start and End dates
Enter the date on which the report schedule should first run, and enter an end
date if appropriate. The end date can be left set to the default No End Date
selection for the job to run on an ongoing basis.

Reports can be set to be run in the background and distributed to users on a
daily, weekly, or monthly schedule. Scheduling reports will ensure that corporate
reports are run on a regular basis using constant parameters and will ensure
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왘 Override the Default Values
Select this radio button to override the report’s default values for the report
output and format to be selected.

Chart- and crosstab-explicit reports cannot be burst, but reports that contain chart
or crosstab objects can be. Only the HTML, PDF, and XLS report formats can be
burst.

왘 Delivery
Choose the delivery method required, such as Send a Link to the Report by
Email.

To configure a report to be burst, you will use two queries. The first query will
be the data content query—that is, identifying the data being reported—and the
second query will define the recipients of the report—that is, who it’s being
reported to.

Email Delivery of Schedule Reports
When setting up report schedules, reports can be set to be delivered by email to users
once they’re run. The default option for the report to be attached to the email sent to
users is unchecked. Select this option for the report to be attached to the email, not just
contained in the body of the email.

The schedule manager will keep an overview of all schedules that have been set
up and their statuses. The manager is useful for seeing an overview of the progress of any scheduled jobs and any outputs.
From the Cognos Connection homepage, launch the schedule manager from the
My Preferences menu by selecting the My Activities and Schedules menu
option. The schedule manager will show all report jobs scheduled and current,
past, and upcoming activities. For each job scheduled, the schedule manager will
report the status of the job, whether there were any warnings or errors when the
job ran, and, if selected, the outputs from each scheduled job run.

6.4.3

Bursting Reports

Bursting of reports allows you to distribute reports to different parts to the business; each part of the business will only see data in the report that is relevant to
it. For example, you may have created a standard format for a budget report that
your organization requires budget managers to use. By using the bursting feature,
the report can be configured and scheduled and delivered to each budget manager, reporting that manager’s own budget data only.
Report bursting can be based on the reporting hierarchy or BI managers or by
means of a custom field for a more specific audience. The configuration for report
bursting and distribution list is built directly into the Cognos report and selected
as part of the report properties when the report is run.
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The criteria by which you wish define your burst recipients must be contained in
the content query for your report. For example, to create a report that will be
burst to certain BI managers in a reporting group, then the content query must
contain the data element reporting group. The recipient query must then contain
the users to receive this query. For example, after go-live with Concur, you may
want to check the employee uptake of Concur Expense, monitoring the number
of expenses claims that employees are raising per reporting month, reported by
BI managers for each division within your business. Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15
illustrate how to create the report bursting configuration and how to schedule the
report to send a weekly summary of the claims raised to each BI manager.
To configure a report to be burst, follow these steps:
1. Create and test the content query to ensure that the correct data is being
reported.
2. Create a second query, the distribution query. In both queries, a common data
element for Employee Org Unit has been included (see Figure 6.14).
3. In the burst dialog box (see Figure 6.15), under the Burst Groups settings
(which sets the data to be burst), select the following:
왘 Query
Select the content query to be used to define the data to be returned.
왘 Label
Enter the selection for the criteria that will be used to burst the report.
왘 Groups
Click on the Pencil icon and create the data element that the burst groups
will be grouped by; in this example, the bursting will be grouped by
Employee Org Unit.
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4. In the Burst Options dialog box, under the Burst Recipient settings (for the
burst recipients’ data selections), make the following settings:
왘 Query
Select the query to be used to populate the burst recipients.
왘 Data Item
Enter the item to be used to uniquely identify each recipient, such as an
employee email address.
왘 Type
This should always be set as Email Addresses.
왘 Master Detail Relationships
The last setting is to link the content and recipient queries; in this case, the
common data item between the two queries is Employee Org Unit.
Your report has now been configured for bursting. This report can now be scheduled to run automatically and distributed to the burst recipients.

Figure 6.14 Configuring Master Data Relationship between Content and Distribution Queries

From the report folder, select the report and choose Run with Advanced
Options to set the report to burst. Under the Time and Mode selection, chose to
run the report in the background, either now or at a specified time and date. The
option to select the report to burst now can be selected. If a report has been
scheduled in a job, then on the Job Scheduling screen ensure that the option to
override the default values is checked on the prompt screen selections, enable the
Burst The Report checkbox, and chose the checkbox option to Send The Report
By Email.
Converting Query Studio Reports
Report Studio can be used to elevate simple Query Studio reports into more complex
Report Studio reports, with all the additional features and functions available in Report
Studio added to the report.
Any report can be opened in Report Studio, either directly in Report Studio using the
Open option in the File menu or from the Cognos connection homepage by using the
More option under the Actions column for the individual report. Once the report is
opened in Report Studio, the report can be enhanced as required and then saved.

Figure 6.15 Completed Report Bursting Options
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6.5

Dashboards

Dashboards help visualize current performance against various data metrics and
KPIs. Concur provides a standard dashboard with six key metrics that can be customized for use in your company. Each metric can be changed to one of 50 other
standard metrics that Cognos reporting provides, and any of the metrics available
can also be run as standalone reports, found in the Intelligence 폷 Dashboard
Metrics folder.

Summary

The actionable analytics alerts are configured to be turned off by default; once
enabled, they’re enabled for all budget managers across a company. When an
administrator activates the alerts, the budget threshold percentage is also specified; individual budget managers can change their threshold percentages as relevant to their individual budgets, as shown in Figure 6.17.

On the Cognos reporting homepage, the reporting dashboards are located on the
Dashboard Navigation tab.
Concur also provides actionable analytics, which are dashboards and alert metrics
that can be delivered directly to your BI manager via email for the expense spending that affects their budget. Each BI manager individually can elect to receive
reports via the notification settings in her Concur profile, and these reports can
map to the budget reporting information that managers can set up in their Concur
profiles to give greater insight into the expense spending in their budgets. The BI
manager reports are active by default, but each user must opt in to receive notifications and specify the notification frequency.
Each budget manager can specify quarterly budget amounts relevant to his budget in his Concur profile, as shown in Figure 6.16. The actionable analytics
reports will then use these figures to track expense spending against the budget
and to send alerts when a certain percentage of budget has been reached.

Figure 6.17 Setting Individual Budget Thresholds for Actionable Analytics

The actionable analytics configuration will also allow an upper value for credit
card transactions to be defined and an alert sent to budget managers if an
employee exceeds this threshold value. As per the budget percentage alert, once
an alert for a value threshold on credit card transactions is defined, it will apply
for all budget managers, but budget managers can be allowed to configure an
individual limit via their profile settings, as shown in Figure 6.17.

6.6

Figure 6.16 Setting Budget Thresholds
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Summary

In this chapter, we discussed the reporting options available in Concur to provide
insights into your company’s T&E data. We discussed the different reporting
options available using either the standard Concur Analysis or Concur Intelligence reporting options and compared the functionalities and options that the
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two options offer. We also provided an introduction to the Query Studio and
Report Studio tools to give you an idea of the powerful queries and reports that
can be created. Finally, we discussed the reporting dashboards that Concur provides and how they can be customized for your organization.
In the next chapter, we’ll discuss integrating Concur with third-party applications
and services.
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